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An extra eye for the lifeguard: The growing popularity of fi tness and recreation centres as well as swimming 
and leisure centres has led to the creation of many aquatic parks and high-quality private and public pools 
that attract increasingly larger number of users. The diversity of visitors forces the managers to organize their 
service offerings accordingly, upholding increasingly higher quality standards while paying special attention to 
guarantee their clients a safe service. 

It is in fact of the essence to give swimmers certainty and the awareness of being in a facility where the safety 
level is high and one’s safeness is constantly monitored as far as the greatest danger: drowning.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

AngelEye overview

WORK IN PROGRESS

Application Recommended for all public pools

Type of pool Suitable for any type of swimming pool

Pool size From 5 mtr. - max. 18 mtr. versions

Amount of cameras Two versions with one or two cameras with LED-lighting

Underwater devices LED-lighting with integrated safety sensors and videocamera

Central unit This custom made solution comes with ready to use hard- and software

LED-lighting Each high resolution color videocamera has LED-lights

Installation By specialized employees

The above is based on a standard version. This product is also available in other dimensions on request. 
Please contact us via the contact details below. You can reach us every working day via +31 (0) 226 333 000 
or via info@variopool.nl



SAFETY FIRST

Monitoring via your watch The AngelEye camera detects everything

Watch the little ones Check it on your mobile phone

MORE INFORMATION

AngleEye is watching the swimmers. To protect the swimmers the law provides supervision with the help of 
qualifi ed personnel monitoring the pools. This activity is somewhat diffi cult, as the bottom of the pool is diffi cult 
to see (because refl ected light, waves, and fl oating swimmers do not always permit a full view of the activities at 
the bottom of the pool). Distraction is also a factor. To ensure that swimmers are safe and to provide the bathing 
facility with the highest safety level possible, we proudly introduce AngelEye LifeGuard. AngelEye is a safety 
system specifi cally designed to control the activity of the swimmers in the swimming facilities; the system can 
evaluate dangerous situations and let the lifeguards know that there is an unsafe situation in progress.

Focussed assistance. This is accomplished by means of hand-held devices in a quick and effective manner, thus 
providing immediate and focused assistance. Thanks to the AngelEye new visual technology, a new lifeguard 
monitors all the activities at the pool, with no distractions.

Variopool installed the system in several swiiming pools. If you may have any questions regarding this product 
please feel free to contact one of our account managers. You can contact us at any workday 
via +31 (0)226 333 000 or via info@variopool.nl
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